COMPETITION LIGHTING’S BLADE SERIES LED KITS FEATURE FANLESS TECHNOLOGY. THIS IS A GREAT OPTION FOR END USERS WHO WANT THE NEWEST TECHNOLOGY. THE FAN HAS BEEN REPLACED WITH BRAIDED HEAT SINKS TO ALLOW FOR EASY INSTALLATION IN THE TIGHTEST AREAS. THESE HEAT SINKS DISSIPATE HEAT EFFECTIVELY, WITHOUT GETTING HOTTER THAN A CUP OF COFFEE.

BLADE SERIES FANLESS LED KITS
- BLADE 880 5500K FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE 5202 5500K FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE H1 5500K FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE H3 5500K FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE H4 5500K FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE H7 5500K FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE H8 5500K FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE H9 5500K FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE H10 5500K FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE H11 5500K FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE H13 5500K FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE 9004 5500K FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE 9005 5500K FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE 9006 5500K FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE 9007 5500K FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE PSX24W 5500K FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE PSX26W 5500K FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT

BLADE DELUX SERIES FANLESS LED KITS
- BLADE DELUX H1 FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE DELUX H3 FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE DELUX H4 FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE DELUX H7 FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE DELUX H8 FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE DELUX H9 FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE DELUX H11 FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE DELUX H13 FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE DELUX 9004 FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE DELUX 9005 FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE DELUX 9006 FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT
- BLADE DELUX 9007 FANLESS LED CONVERSION KIT